SpinX®

Are you sitting comfortably?

Trusted Solutions,
Passionate People®

SpinX®

The Invacare Spin x is designed
to fit the user living an active
social life and in need of body
support and mobility. With an
inbuilt postural frame and fully
adjustable seat, every user gets
individual fitting that supports
them in their daily activities.
Made with lightweight materials
it has a dual folding mechanism
making it suitable for storage and
transportation.

Great Seating
The Invacare Spin x
allows erect posture
and 90° angle legrests.
The rear of the seat rail
is specifically shaped to
provide the appropriate
additional space required
by the pelvis, resulting in
an ideal base for a stable
and relaxed seating
position.

Attractive weight and easy to transport
The Invacare Spin x, thanks to its lightweight frame,
is the key to its easy lifting. It weights less than 13
kg in its minimal configuration and 7.5 kg when
removable parts are detached.
Moreover, the dual folding mechanism, where the
first stage is to fold the crossbars in the traditional
way and then fold over the back posts at the base
of the seat, makes for an incredibly compact and
protected package, ideal for handling and stowage.
Quality Proven Components
Many of the components used on the Spin x, such as
armrests, legrests, and push handles, are currently
being used on other wheelchairs in the Invacare
product range. These items have a proven track
record of quality and durability and are readily
available and cost effective if refurbishment is
required.

Features and options

5°

Erect posture
The rear of the seat tube
has a 5° angle providing
sufficient room for the
pelvis.

Depth adjustable seat
upholstery
For individual fitting
and perfect support
the front part of the
seat upholstery is depth
adjustable over 50 mm.

Folding system

External push handles

The single crossbar is
integrated in the frame.
The two largest seat
widths have a double
crossbar.

Height can be adjusted
as desired over 100 mm
by loosing the levers.

Features and options
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One piece footplate

Legrests assortment

With the one piece
footplate, increased
stability as well as large
surface for the position
of the feet is achieved.

➀ Elevating legrest, ➁
fixed 80° footrest and
➂ fixed 90° footrest are
available.

Frame protection

Rear wheel support

Backrest

With the frame
protection scratches are
avoided on the frame
when transporting the
wheelchair.

Gives several balance and
height options. It can also
be turned to achieve a 3°
or 0° camber.

The backrest is height adjustable and is angled to
follow the body shape in the same way as the seat.
An angle adjustable folding version is available as an
option.
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Anti-tipper
Can easily be folded
away by the foot. The
device is also angled
outwards, to give space
for the feet for the
attendant.

Passive rearwheel
fixation
For increased stability
a passive rearwheel
support can be offered
as an option.

Armrests
➀ Sideguard, ➁ mudguard, ➂ flip up height
adjustable long or short and ➃ Rio height adjustable
long or short are available.

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please see your
local Invacare website.

Invacare Spin X

Seat depth

Seat angle

Seat height

Backrest angle

Backrest height

355* / 380 /
405 / 430 /
455 / 480 /
505 mm

400 / 450 /
500 mm
(-50 mm)

0° / 3° / 6°

410 / 430 / 455 /
480 / 505 /
530 mm

± 12°

350 - 410 /
360 - 400 /
410 - 490 mm

Driving unit
width

Total width,
folded

Total length inc.
Footrests

Total height

Max. User weight

Seat width
+ 210 mm

290 mm

800 - 1260 mm

760 - 1130 mm

125 / 135** kg

Length of
footrests

Invacare Spin X

Front frame
angle

Seat width

Armrest height

320 - 440 /
410 - 530 mm

Total weight

190 - 290 mm

80° / 90° / 0°
- 80°

Mass of the
heaviest part

AD D-O N DRIVE
CO M P AT I BLE

1.

Available as special

 or seat widths 480 and
2. F
505 mm only

Invacare Spin X

13 kg

7,5 kg

Frame colours
Blue

Red

Black

Grey

Lime green

1

Orange 1

Upholstery
Black Nylon

Black Jemima

Please notice colors may vary slightly from those displayed above.
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